Psychiatry / Psychology / Quality of Living

- Dissociative phenomena in patients suffering from different psychosomatic primary diseases
- Significance of neopterin, phenylalanin, serotonin, CD14, TRP and the Hamilton score to evaluate the course in patients suffering from depression
- Occupational gratification crises of managers – correlation between work ability index and the ADS scores
- Applying the SF-36 on different employees´ groups in large companies with different levels of sense of coherence
- Gender-specific differences regarding coping in illnesses of the endogenous spectrum
- Influence of short-term psychotherapy on the personality of patients with neurotic disorders
- Time management and procrastination in students – a survey
- Influence of birth complications and prenatal stress factors on disorders of emotional and social development
- Comparison of sexual development and one´s own sexual perception in hetero vs. homosexual tendency
- Diagnosis of psychiatric diseases in recent decades: Epidemiologic influencing factors on changes in illness incidences
- Influence of benzodiazepine on mortality in patient with endogenous psychoses – a long-term study
- Comparison of schizoaffective disorders: risk factors, therapeutic procedures and long-term courses
- Cerebrovascular reactivity in endogenous depression
- Improvement of endogenous depression by administration of plant concentrates
- Effectivity of therapy programmes for children with aggressive behaviour
- Behavioural syndromes and cognitive disorders in children suffering from haemolytic and oncological diseases - evaluation of the Kindle questionnaire
- Inflammation parameters in endogenous psychoses: course of disease under medicinal therapy
- Comparison pro-inflammatory vs. anti-inflammatory interleukin in serum and liquor in bacterial, viral and demential cerebral diseases
- Case series of 2 drugs in patients with somatoform disorders
- Coincidence of internet, computer and television addiction – personality characteristics and influence on the quality of life
- Comparison of effectivity of different smoking cessation programmes
- Influence of internet behaviour on the compliance in patients suffering from endogenous psychoses
- Medical treatment of the side effects of alcoholic stupor – a case series
- Developments in EEG potentials, neuro-psychologic and psychometric tests regarding alcohol addiction
- Influence of serotonin polymorphisms on the development of depression in patients with alcohol abuse
- Influence of the pitch of voice on the acceptance of top executives
- Comparison of satisfaction of hospital patients in different Asian countries
- QLQ-C30, SWE, HADS-Scale and resilience scale in oncoligic patients
- Validity of the evaluation of anxiety and depression by means of the HADS Scale in different gynaecologic tumours
• Evaluation of pain (BDI questionnaire) and FFbH-P (function questionnaire Hannover) in patients with chronic polyarthritis under optimized therapy
• Quality of life in presbyacusia in patients with vs. without hearing aid
• Delirium and quality of life after hip fractures in patients with dementia
• Influencing factors on the quality of life (QLQ-C30 scales) in prostate carcinoma
• Development of a new questionnaire for the assessment of the satisfaction of students: Validation and reliability analysis (Cronbach’s α)
• Mental strain and work stress in nursing staff – implementation of the COSOQ score
• Influence of endogenous and exogeneous stressors on cognitive performances
• Influence of education on psycho-social stress of oncology nurses (implementation of EWL, AVEM and SF-36)
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